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ABSTRACT
This research was conducted using behavioral finance theories. The objectives of this
research was to analyze determining factors of investment deposits decision-making for the
depositor, and to analyze the most dominant factor of investment deposits decision-making
in Bank NTB of Pejanggik Principle Branches. The instrument of this research was
questionnaire with the total sample of 90 respondents who were the deposit customers. The
research results show that deposits’ interest, gain and cost, feelings of disappointment and
satisfaction, worries, reluctances, good companies, budget allocation, self-control, net
interest income, belief in net interest income, overestimate and underestimate are factors
determining investment deposits decision-making in Bank NTB of Pejanggik Principle
Branches. Dominant factors determining investment deposits decision-making are deposits
cost, interest and feelings of satisfaction, budget allocation, overestimate and self-control.
Those factors are included in the factor group of deposits cost.
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Investment is a placement of the number of current funds with the expectation of
getting profits in the future (Halim, 2005). Deposits investment is one kind of financial asset
investment that is widely-known by society. Nowadays, deposits investment development is
getting higher. Bank NTB is a regional bank offering deposit program in which the deposit
disbursement should not conduct when the deposit due date and also is not imposed penalty
cost, it only asks daily interest as per total time funds placement. Even though a customer
deposit of Bank NTB of Pejanggik Principle Branches is given offerings to not pay penalty
cost when disbursing the deposit prior to the expiry of the agreement, but several of them still
disburse the deposit before the time. In some cases, Bank NTB of Pejanggik Principle
Branches cannot hold a priority customer who gets a special rate. As a result, it frequently
happens instability of deposits total development in Bank NTB of Pejanggik Principle
Branches, especially retail deposit customer. This total deposit instability is recurring
annually, whereas an asset development of Bank NTB of Pejanggik Principle Branches has
been better. This indicates that there is still another factor influencing customer of Bank NTB
of Pejanggik Principle Branches to invest, especially investment deposits. Another cause
such psychological factor also influences someone to invest.
Investment analysis using psychological science is known as behavioral finance
(Manurung, 2012). Behavioral finance is a study of how people actually behave to make a
decision related to finance, in addition, this also explains how people invest or do an activity
related to the finance influenced by a psychological factor (Nofsinger, 2005). This can be
related to the situation of Bank NTB of Pejanggik Principle Branches, in which total asset
increases but total deposits tend to be less stable. Behavioral finance can be related to the
factor influencing depositor on investment decision-making, and finally, forming a behavioral
finance of each depositor to invest his/her funds in Bank NTB of Pejanggik Principle
Branches.
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Shefrin (2007) categorizes behavioral finance aspects playing role in investment
decision-making i.e bias, heuristic, and framing effect. If changed into general variable,
behavioral finance contains several variables that can be used as a consideration by investor
to make a decision, among other, agency, overconfidence, anchoring, gambler's fallacy, loss
aversion, regret aversion, mental accounting, dering speed and etc. (Abedini et al., 2014).
A study conducted by Luong et al (2011) reveals that the most determining variable of
investor's assessment system more refers to the prospect theory consisted of regret
aversion, loss aversion, and mental accounting. Mental accounting is a decision in which the
investor considers cost and benefit during the investment decision making (Nofsinger, 2005).
A not happy feeling if investment selling price is cheaper than the purchase price, and a
sensitive feeling towards loss than benefits is called loss aversion. In addition, loss aversion
has a higher level of a feeling of disappointment when suffering loss than the level of
satisfaction obtained after getting the same amount of benefits. Regret aversion variable
influencing an investor to make an investment is as follow. According to Anastasia et al.,
(2015) regret aversion is an investor's most-determining variable on investment decisionmaking. Regret aversion makes investor too much worry and do not want to make another
option, then causes investor more likes good companies. However, Abedini et al. (2014)
found that regret aversion, loss aversion, and mental accounting generally have a negative
influence on investment performance from all investors, while overconfidence and anchoring
are an effective factor in investment. According to Shefrin (2007), anchoring is a condition in
which an investor makes a numeric prediction as a reference, and then makes an adjustment
but tends to not be able to make the proper adjustment. While overconfidence, according to
Nofsinger (2005), is a feeling of overconfidence that brings overestimate and underestimate
characteristic.
In addition to the variable consisting of mental accounting, loss aversion, regret
aversion, overconfidence, and anchoring, there is also self-control grouped into one of the
considered factors in investment decision-making. As in Riaz and Iqbal's (2015) research
which indicates that overconfidence, optimism bias, and self-control have a positive influence
on the investor's investment decision-making. Self-control is a variable which relates to the
financial management, in which an investor spend his/her money in accordance with the
needs not wants (Baumeister, 2002).
According to that phenomenon, research gap and investment deposits data in Bank
NTB of Pejanggik Principle Branches that tends to be fluctuating so that conducted a
research on investment decision-making in PT. Bank NTB of Pejanggik Principle Branches
based on the behavioral finance perspective, with aims as follow:
 To analyze determining factors of investment deposits decision-making of Bank NTB
of Pejanggik Principle Branches' depositor;
 To analyze the most dominant factor on investment deposits decision-making in Bank
NTB of Pejanggik Principle Branches.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Behavioral Finance. According to Ricciardi (2000), behavioral finance is an area of
expertise associating interaction of various sciences within and continuously integrated so
that the discussion is not given isolation. Three aspects that influence someone's behavioral
finance are psychology, sociology, and finance. Pompian (2006) separates behavioral
finance into two sub-topics which will ease people to understand the benefits of learning
behavioral finance. The first sub-topic is micro and macro behavioral finance. According to
Lintner (1998), behavioral finance is a study of how people behave and act the existing
information in the effort of making a decision which can optimize the rate of return
considering associated risk within (element of character and people behavior is an a
determining factor in investing).
Iramani (2011) through his research entitled Capitalist Behavior Model towards Risk
and Investment Type in the Banking Sector (Technology-Based Behavioral Finance Study)
uses several variable indicators, among other, overconfidence, data mining, herd-like
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behavior, status quo, social interaction, emotion, mental accounting, vividness bias,
anchoring, representativeness, familiarity, pride and regret, considering the past, fear and
greed, as well as self-control. This research shows that there are five factors which form
capitalist behavior of banking sector i.e investment security, experience and skill in
investment, social interaction consideration and prudential investment, coziness, and
emotion.
Limanjaya's (2014) research reveals that the majority of respondent gives a positive
response towards all research elements consisted mental accounting, representativeness,
familiarity, considering the past, overconfidence, data mining, social interaction, fear and
greed, status quo, and emotion. A study conducted by Riaz and Iqbal (2015) entitled Impact
of Overconfidence, Illusion of Control, Self Control and Optimism Bias on Investor Decision
Making; Evidence from Developing Markets uses several variables, among other
overconfidence, an illusion of control, self-control and optimism bias. The research result
shows that overconfidence, self-control and optimism bias have a positive influence on
investor decision making. In addition, Stromback et al., (2017) find that self-control has a
positive influence on financial behavioral.
Prospect Theory. Prospect Theory is a theory developed by Kahnemen and Tversky
(1979) and is a theory describing how someone individually evaluates profits and loss.
Pompian (2006) also states that prospect theory also includes several bias concepts
explained i.e framing, loss aversion, regret aversion, mental accounting, and self-control.
However, this research uses several bias concepts, i.e. mental accounting, loss aversion,
and self-control.
Mental accounting is a psychological factor that can be someone's tolls to control
his/herself that causes people think rationally so that able to make a good decision (Thaller
et al., 2008). An investor having mental accounting in transaction decision making is an
investor considering cost and benefit from the decision made (Nofsinger, 2005). While regret
aversion is described as a term to illustrate a feeling of disappointment after making a
decision in a not specified decision in which the decision changes into the bad option, even
though it is based on the right information. In addition, there is loss aversion factor which is a
feeling of displeasure to sell his/her asset with lower selling price than the purchase price,
this is categorized into loss aversion behavior (Ritter, 2003). An investor also has a tendency
to sell his/her asset too quickly if thinking that s/he has obtained benefits or kept longer if
suffering loss (Shefrin et al., 2000). An investor also tends to feel hurt when suffering loss
than gain despite in the same number (Tilson, 2005). Self-control is a behavioral finance
factor relating to the financial management, such as resisting the desires or encouragements
to spend money in unreasonable amount become to spend money based on our needs not
wants (Baumeister, 2002). In addition, according to Karlsson (1998), self-control is also used
to avoid short-term preference to reach the long-term one and can be a strategy to prevent
waste of money in allocating finance and planning investment.
Heuristic Theory. Heuristic tells how an investor has believed bias that can influence
him to think and make a decision (de Bont et al., 2008). According to Ritter (2003), heuristic
also can be referred to the rule of thumb or general provision relating to the character to help
the decision-making process. Heuristic comprises five biases i.e anchoring,
representativeness, availability bias, gambler fallacy and overconfidence (Luong et al.,
2011). Yet this research's heuristic bias used is anchoring and overconfidence.
Anchoring is a behavior referring to the decision-making process when quantitative
assessment needed and this assessment is influenced by investors' personal suggestion
(Johnsson et al., 2002). In addition, Pompian (2006) mentions that anchoring and adjustment
bias occurs when an investor is needed to estimate something unknown before so that the
investor makes a provision of default number or anchor as the basis of estimation. Shefrin
(2007) mentions that anchoring is a condition in which an investor makes a numeric
prediction in beginning as the reference. De Bondt et al., (2008) states that anchoring is a
form of bias that only believes in one kind of information so that the investment decision is
based on the particular information only. While overconfidence, according to Nofsinger
(2005), is the quality of being over certain which can grow overestimate characteristic
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towards investor's knowledge and underestimates towards other investor's prediction, since it
more believes in investor's knowledge.
Investment Decision Making. Decision making is defined as a whole process, not
merely a simple action that only chooses a number of alternatives (Coulter and Robbins,
2007). While Handoko (2011) defines decision making as the determiner of a set of activity to
reach the expected result and to finish a problem.
A study conducted by Schran (2012) reveals that reluctances of a regret aversion are a
considered factor in the decision-making process. Zelenber et al., (1996) concludes that
investor has a tendency to avoid disappointment in investment decision making, and regret
aversion is an essential motivation in several stages of investment decision-making process.
Gazel (2015) gets a result that investor tends to avoid behavior creating regret and find
a behavior that can result in benefits or pride. Regret aversion is said causing investment
error since it is not always applied "buy low, sell high" theory. Abedini et al., (2014)
concludes that only loss aversion which is positively a natural behavior owned by an investor.
In addition, there is also a research result stating that overconfidence and anchoring are two
factors with a positive effect on investment.
A study conducted by Anastasia et al., (2015) shows that regret aversion becomes the
first thing the investor considers to invest presidential property in Surabaya and loss aversion
is the second factor to consider. While mental accounting is the third consideration in
residential investment decision making in Surabaya. Regret aversion is the most influential
variable in investment decision making.
Saraswati (2015) gets a result that anchoring and adjustment variable, as well as
conservatism bias, have a positive influence on investment decision making based on the
risk tolerance. If based on the company image, anchoring, adjustment and conservatism bias
have a negative influence on investment decision making. While Kartini and Nugraha's
(2015) research uses three variables i.e illusion of control, overconfidence, and emotion as
well as 86 respondents. The research result shows that overconfidence has a positive
influence on investment decision making.
Deposit. Deposit is servings whose withdrawal only can be conducted at a particular
time based on the agreement between a customer and bank staff (Kasmir, 2011). Kind of
deposit is among other deposit on call and time deposit.
METHODS OF RESEARCH
This was exploratory-descriptive quantitative research. This research finds and
describes new relationships within a wide an complex problem. The sample used was the
customer of retail deposit (company) of PT. Bank NTB of Pejanggik Principle Branches with
90 respondents. Data collection method used was survey method.
The sampling technique used to conduct this research was non-probability sampling
technique, and the data collection technique used was using questionnaire. Analysis tool
used was factor analysis. Factor analysis is a technique used to find factors being able to
explain the relationship or correlation between various independent factor observed
(Widarjono, 2010).
This research uses fourteen factors from six variables (mental accounting, regret
aversion, loss aversion, overconfidence, anchoring, and self-control). Those fourteen factors
are among other deposits interest, deposits gain, deposits cost (mental accounting), a feeling
of disappointment, loss aversion, worries, reluctances, good companies (regret aversion),
budget allocation, self-control, belief on net interest income, anchoring, overestimate and
underestimate (overconfidence).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Respondents Characteristic Description. This research used several respondent
characteristics, consisted of both genders, age, income, total deposit and time of deposit.
This research found 27.8% or as many as 35 respondents are men and 72.2% (65) is
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women. The majority of the respondent is above 40 years old and their income ranges
between 2.500.000 IDR ($186.5) to 3.500.000 IDR ($261.1). While for deposits value, the
majority of the respondents deposit their money in the range of 25.000.000 IDR to
50.000.000 IDR. Time deposit used by respondents at most 3-month-time deposit is 86.7%
(78 respondents).
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity and Kaiser Meyer Olkin. Bartlett's test of Sphericity (BTS) is
a test used to see if the variable correlates or not within a population. BTS value obtained
was 517.941 which means there is a relationship between the observed variable so that the
analysis factor can be used to conduct this research.
Table 1 – MSA Last Value of Research Variable
Indicator
Deposits Interest
Deposits Benefit
Deposits Cost
A Feeling of Disappointment
A Feeling of Satisfied / Level of Satisfaction
Worries
Reluctances
Good Companies
Budget Allocation
Self-Control
Net Interest Income
A Belief in Net Income Interest
Overestimate
Underestimate

MSA Value
0.880 (a)
0.624 (a)
0.806 (a)
0.812 (a)
0.896 (a)
0.894 (a)
0.845 (a)
0.874 (a)
0.807 (a)
0.821 (a)
0.848 (a)
0.841 (a)
0.819 (a)
0.756 (a)

Description
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

Source: Processed Primary Data, 2017.

This research results in MSA (Measure of Sampling Adequacy) value used to measure
sample adequacy. MSA value obtained for each factor is above 0.5. According to Malhotra
(1996), if MSA value is higher or equal to 0.5, that indicator or variable can be still used in
factor analysis. Hence this preliminary MSA last value shows that there are 14 factors that
can be used to the next stage of extraction stage as seen in table 1.
Extraction Factor. Extraction factor is a method used to reduce data from several
indicators to result in a little more factor that can explain a correlation between the observed
indicator (Widarjono, 2010).
If MSA value is higher than or equal to 0.5, the indicator analyzed in extraction factor
stage can be used to the next step (Malhotra, 1996). The result of the first stage factor
extraction can be seen in table 2.
Table 2 – The First Research Factor Extraction Result
Indicator
Deposits Interest
Deposits Benefits
Deposits Cost
A Feeling of Disappointment
A Feeling of Satisfied / Level of Satisfaction
Worries
Reluctances
Good Companies
Budget Allocation
Self-Control
Net Interest Income
A Belief in Net Interest Income
Overestimate
Underestimate

MSA Value
0.880 (a)
0.624 (a)
0.806 (a)
0.812 (a)
0.896 (a)
0.894 (a)
0.845 (a)
0.874 (a)
0.807 (a)
0.821 (a)
0.848 (a)
0.841 (a)
0.819 (a)
0.756 (a)

Source: Processed Primary Data, 2017.
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According to the result of extraction factor, it gets fourteen factor having MSA value
higher than 0.5. It means that the factor used is still included in the group having a correlation
with the research. Therefore, those fourteen factors can be used.
This factor analysis also results in total result of variance explained telling about the
size of variance which can be explained by the formed factor. Total variance explained can
form 4 factor groups. This formed factor group will base on the eigenvalue if it is ≥ 1 the
indicator is included in the factor development, but if eigenvalue is < 1, it is not included in
the factor development (Widarjono, 2010).
Factor Rotation. During the factor rotation stage, we can obtain any factor including in
the formed factor groups and mention the name of every those factor groups. After rotating
those fourteen factors using varimax rotation method, it gets four-factor groups below:
 The first-factor group is deposit cost, consisted of deposits interest factor by 0.540,
deposit cost by 0.829, a feeling of satisfaction by 0.701, budget allocation by 0.706,
self-control by 0.629 and overestimate indicator with the lowest value by 0.432.
 The second-factor group is called a belief on net interest income, consisted of net
interest income factor by 0.650, beliefe on net interest income by 0.737 and indicator
of underestimate by 0.620.
 The third-factor group is called good companies factor, this consists of worries by
0.489, reluctances by 0.655 and indicator of good companies by 0.674.
 The fourth-factor group is the last factor formed, it is called factor group of deposits
gain, consisted of deposit gain factor by 0.834 and feeling of disappointment factor by
0.750.
Hence if seen from the rotation result, it is known that all factors used in this research
determine the investment decision making in Bank NTB of Pejanggik Principle Branches.
The following table 3 indicates the result of the general factor rotation.
Table 3 – Research Rotation Result
Indicator
Deposits Interest
Deposits Gain
Deposits Cost
A Feeling of Disappointment
A Feeling of Satisfaction
Worries
Reluctances
Good Companies
Budget Allocation
Self-Control
Net Interest Income
Beliefe on Net Interest Income
Overestimate
Underestimate

1
0.540
0.035
0.829
0.322
0.701
0.305
0.188
-0.440
0.706
0.629
-0.105
0.313
0432
0.106

Component
2
3
0.355
0.175
0.094
0.023
0.093
0.001
0.223
0.206
0.114
0.382
0.489
0.288
0.655
-0.062
0.674
0.127
0.229
0.297
0.193
0.376
0.650
0.346
0.737
0.004
-0.745
-0.004
0.620
0.615

4
0.323
0,834
0.154
0.705
0.023
0.292
0.369
-0.047
0.083
0.140
0.341
0.231
0,031
-0.135

Source: Processed Primary Data, 2017.

Dominant Factor Determining Investment Deposits Decision-Making. Factor analysis
result, which is a table of total variance explained, can describe the percentage of each
factor group formed. The higher the extraction of sums of squared loadings value, the bigger
the chance to be the representative of a variable (Widarjono, 2010). Extraction sum of
squared loadings can indicate how large of the formed factor group tells the existing factor
variance. According to the extraction sums of squared loadings, it is known that deposits
value is the most dominant factor group for determining deposits investment decision making
in Bank NTB of Pejanggik Principle Branches since having percentage of variance by
40.71%, this factor group consists of deposits interest, deposits cost, a feeling of satisfaction,
budget allocation, self control and overestimate.
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This research uses fourteen factors consisted of deposits interest, deposits gain,
deposits cost, a feeling of disappointment, a feeling of satisfaction or level of satisfaction,
budget allocation, self-control, net interest income, a belief in net interest income,
overestimate and underestimate. Those fourteen factors form four-factor groups i.e deposit
cost factor group, a belief on net interest income factor group, good companies factor group
and deposit gain factor group.
Deposits cost is a factor group in which the factor within is from mental accounting
variable, loss aversion, self-control and overestimate. While the factor group of a belief in net
interest income has a factor from the variable of anchoring and overconfidence. Good
companies' internal factor is from regret aversion variable. The last factor group formed is
deposit benefits consisting of a factor from the variable of mental accounting and loss
aversion. According to that factor group formation, it is seen that every factor from each
variable used enters into the factor group determining the deposit investment decision
making. It means that mental accounting, loss aversion, regret aversion, self-control,
anchoring, and overconfidence are considered to determine deposit investment decision.
The prior study conducted by Anastasia and Sumtoro (2015) also indicates the same result
in which the variable consisted of regret aversion, loss aversion, and mental accounting
determine the investment decision making. The same result is also proposed by Riaz and
Iqbal (2015), in which the result shows that overconfidence and self-control have a positive
influence on investor decision making. It means that variable and factors within determine the
investment decision making. Ranjbar et.al, (2014) through his research also reveals that
anchoring and overconfidence have a positive influence on investment so that can decide
investment decision making.
A dominant factor group of this research is deposit cost factor while the factor is
deposit interest, deposits cost, a feeling of satisfaction, budget allocation, self-control and
overestimate. This analysis result can be seen in the table of the analysis result of extraction
sums of squared loadings at variance part, in which the dominant factors are included in the
factor of deposits cost with the percentage of 40.717%. Mental accounting is assumed to
place the money into a particular group based on the purpose and considering cost and
benefits (Nofsinger, 2005). The same result is also obtained by Anastasia et al., (2015) in
which mental accounting is one of the variables in behavioral finance determining the
investment decision making. A feeling of satisfaction is a factor from loss aversion variable,
which means loss aversion variable includes the dominant factor group to determine deposit
investment decision. As in Ranjbar's et al., (2014) research which gets a result that loss
aversion is positively a natural behavior owned by an investor, so that loss aversion variable
is one of the variables determining investment decision making. Budget allocation and selfcontrol factor are factors coming from self-control variable. These two factors determine
depositor in investment decision making in Bank NTB of Pejanggik Principle Branches and
include in the factor group of deposits cost. Dewi (2004) proposed that self-control is defined
as how strength someone to hold his/her value and belief as a reference to behave or make
a decision. Riaz and Iqbal (2015) also state that-self control has a positive influence on
investment decision making, which means the factors in form of budget allocation and selfcontrol also have a positive influence on investment decision making, while overestimate is a
factor from overconfidence variable.
It means that overconfidence is a variable including in the deposits cost factor group,
which is a dominant factor group determining investment decision making in Bank NTB of
Pejanggik Principle Branches. Overestimate is a condition in which depositor feels having
much more other information, so that causes him to feel having the policy to make the best
decision. Overconfidence can direct into overestimating characteristic (Nofsinger, 2005). The
same result was also found by Kartini and Nugraha (2015), in which overconfidence has a
positive influence on investment decision making.
This research forms the second-factor group, which is factor group of a belief in net
interest income. Factor group of belief in net interest income is consisted of net interest
income factor, a belief in net interest income, and underestimate. Net deposits interest
income and a belief in net interest income are factors from anchoring variable which also
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determine deposits investment decision, even though the related factor is not the dominant
ones. Like a study conducted by Saraswati (2015) indicating that anchoring has a positive
influence on investment decision making.
The third-factor group formed is good companies factor group, consisted of worries
factor, reluctances, and good companies. These factors are from regret aversion variable
which includes the factor group determining investment deposits decision making in Bank
NTB of Pejanggik principles Branches, even though it is not included in the dominant factor.
This is also in relation to what proposed by Zelenbarg et al., (1996) which means that regret
aversion is an essential motivation in several processes of investment decision-making
stage.
Deposit gain is the fourth-factor group formed. Deposit benefits factor group consists of
deposit benefits factor and a feeling of disappointment belief. These two factors are from
mental accounting variable and loss aversion.
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
According to the research result, it concludes:
Factors a determining investment deposits decision making are deposits interest,
deposits gain, deposits cost, a feeling of disappointment, a feeling of satisfaction and level of
satisfaction, worries, reluctances, good companies, budget allocation, self-control, net
interest income, belief on net interest income, overestimate and underestimate. According to
the factor analysis that has been conducted, so these factors are formed into four-factor
groups i.e. deposits cost factor group, factor group of belief in net interest income, factor
group of good companies and factor group of deposit benefits.
The most dominant factors are deposits cost, deposits interest, a feeling of satisfaction
or level of satisfaction, budget allocation, self-control and overestimate. These factors include
the factor group of deposits cost
The followings are the suggestions which can be done according to the research from
several interest sides, among other:
Practice interest means in the effort of increasing the amount of deposit ration of Bank
NTB of Pejanggik Principle Branches, especially retail deposit, the policyholder is suggested
to pay attention factors determining investment decision making by deposit customers,
especially retail deposit customer and is not only from promotion side or continuing old
customers. Those factors are deposits interest, deposits cost, a feeling of disappointment, a
feeling of satisfaction or level of satisfaction, worries, reluctances, good companies, budget
allocation, self-control, belief on net interest income and overestimate. In addition is
customer loyalty, especially old deposit customers and priority customer should be paid
attention to more draw attention and increase total deposit ration placed in Bank NTB of
Pejanggik Principle Branches.
Theoretical interest means this research uses several variables from behavioral
finance, among other mental accounting, regret aversion, loss aversion, self-control,
anchoring and overconfidence and there are also fourteen factors included within to use in
this research.
For further researchers who want to conduct a study on behavioral finance can use
variables and factor included within. In addition, the researchers also can find much more
subject with different company field and use variable which different to what used in this
research.
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